Chapter-I : Performance Audit

Annexure
Extract of contents of advertisements/snapshots from TV clips
(Referred to in Paragraph 2.2.2.1)
Paragraph 2.2.2.1(i)
(a) TV Clip telecast in June 2015
A voice in the background says - “Roj TV dekhte hai to aisa lagta hai jaise
saare beiman ikatthe ho gaye. Kejriwal ke haath dhokar peechhey pade hai”
(While watching TV daily, it seems that all dishonest people have joined
together and are after ‘Kejriwal’) and prays - “Roz Bhagwan se dua mangti
hoon, Bhagwan hamare Arvind ko salamat rakhen” (Every day I pray to God
to keep ‘our Arvind’ safe).
(b) TV Clip telecast in July 2015
“Bhrastachariyon ki sajishon ke bawzood, ‘Kejriwal Sarkar’ ne racha itihaas,”
(despite conspiracy hatched by corrupt, Kejriwal Government made history)
and “Ye hai Kejriwal Sarkar ka vada, jo kaha vo kiya”(This is the promise of
Kejriwal Government, as said as done).
Paragraph 2.2.2.1(iii) (d)
Extracts from advertorial appeared in ‘Daily Excelsior’ dated 1 March
2016
Officers harassed, CBI misused to cripple governance
(First four paragraphs of the advertisement are reproduced below)
‘‘In a blatant misuse of Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), BJP lead Central
Government unleashed the agency (CBI) on the AAP ruled Delhi Government
apparently to protect Finance Minister Arun Jaitley who was at the centre of
a row over alleged financial irregularities in the Delhi and District Cricket
Association.
Around 9 AM, on December 15, CBI officials walked into the Delhi Secretariat
and after nearly 20 minutes, the investigators were in the office of the Delhi
Chief Minister’s Principal Secretary Rajender Kumar which is situated in the
premises of the CMO. The CBI sleuths sealed the entire floor.
What was shocking in all was the fact that when the CBI was so active in
raiding the office of the Delhi Chief Minister, there was a conspicuous silence
on some other important cases like Vyapam in BJP ruled Madhya Pradesh and
Lalitgate in Rajasthan in which BJP Chief Minister and some RSS members
are believed to be involved.
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The CBI proceeded and acted with unprecedented haste for the obvious reasons
under undue political pressure. So far the agency has not been able to explain
the relevance of the documents pertaining to Delhi Government which are
totally unrelated for the purpose of investigating either before the trial court or
before the high court but were seized indiscriminately by the CBI on December
15, 2015 from the office of the Chief Minister under the garb of search
warrants. It is also pertinent to mention that CBI could not file any FIR
against Kumar and released him after several hours of questioning for three
days.’’
Paragraph 2.2.2.1(iii)(e)
Snapshots from TV clips telecast in February 2016
(i) A person waving a broom which is the symbol of a political party

(ii) Caption displayed in a TV clip

(iii) Procession with a banner saying ‘Aam Admi Party’
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Paragraph 2.2.2.1(iii) (h)
TV clips telecast in February 2016
A voice in the background says
“Lekin unhone adchane lagaane me koi kasar nahi chhodi” (But they did not
spare any efforts to create hurdles) and show a procession of people carrying
a placard displaying “Outraged - Brutality by Delhi Police”.
The clip also contained comments as:
“Kendra Sarkar ne central force bhej kar Dilli Sarkar ki Anti-Corruption
Branch par kabza kiya. Mukhyamantri ke daftar par CBI ke chhape dalvaye”
(Central Government took over Anti-Corruption Branch of Delhi Government
by sending Central Forces. Got CM’s office raided by CBI).
Paragraph 2.2.2.1(iv)
TV clips telecast in February 2016
A voice says that
•

"Abhi kuchh din pehle Dilli me ek ladki ko sare aam 32 bar chakoo se
god-god kar mar dala gaya” (Just few days back, a girl was publicly
stabbed 32 times and murdered in Delhi).

•

"Main aur Manish us ladki ke parivaar walo se milne gaye thhe" (I and
Manish met the family of the girl).

•

"wahan par log bahut dare hue hain. Unka kehna hai ki roz door door
kahin bhi police dikhaayi nahi deti” (People there are frightened and say
that police is not seen anywhere near the place).

•

"Dilli me is kism ki ghatnayen lagataar badhti ja rahi hain" (In Delhi,
such incidents are increasing continually).

•

"Kanoon vyavasthha charmara gayee hai" (The law and order have collapsed).

•

"Khaastor par mahilayaen apne aapko bahut asurakshhit mahsoos karne
lagi hai" (Especially women feel insecure).

This was followed by an appeal to the Prime Minister as:
“Main desh ke Pradhanmantri se hath jodkar appeal karna chahta hoon. Sir,
aap to jaante hain, Dilli Police par Dilli Sarkar ka kisi tarah ka koi control
nahi hai. Kanoonan Dilli Police seedhe aapke under me aati hai. Aap uske
liye bilkul time nahi de pa rahe hain. Aap to desh ke Pradhanmantri hain.
Aapko poora desh sambhana hai, isliye Dilli Police poori tarah se nirankush
ho chuki hai, us pe kisi ka control nahi bacha hai. Sir, aisa nahi hai ki police
wale kharaab hain, unkaa system hi kharaab hai. Vo log to khud bahut dukhi
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hain. Sir, meri aap se ek chhoti si vinti hai. Vinamra vinti hai, ya to aap har
haphte kam se kam ek ghanta Dilli ki kanoon vyavastha ke liye nikala keejiye.
Dilli Police ki javab dehi tay kiya keejiye. Yaa phir Dilli Police ka control
aap hamein de dee jiye, janta ke sath milkar hum Dilli Police ki vyavastha ko
thheek karenge. Aur haan, jahan Meenashi ka katal hua thha, Anand Parvat
pe, vahan ke log bahut dare hue hain. Please, vahan par police ka uchit
bandobast kara deejiye.Shukriya”.
(I wish to appeal to the Prime Minister of the country with folded hands. Sir,
as you know, Delhi Government has no control over Delhi Police. As per law,
Delhi Police directly falls under you but you are unable to give time for Delhi
Police. You are the Prime Minister of India and you have to take care of the
whole nation and therefore, the Delhi Police is totally out of control. It is not
that the police personnel are incompetent, but the system is not good. They are
unhappy themselves. Sir, I have a small request that either you devote at least
one hour for law and order in Delhi and fix responsibility of Delhi Police or
hand over control of Delhi Police to us. We will rectify the system of Delhi
Police in cooperation with the people. And yes, please arrange police presence
in Anand Parbat area where Meenakshi was murdered as the people are very
frightened. Thank you).
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